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Professional eyelash technician and trainer, Nina Francis shares her knowledge, skills and
techniques to upcoming lashionistas in her latest manual. Eyelash extensions are quickly
increasing in popularity creating possibilities to make money as an independent beautician and
lash stylist. Step-by-step instructions, appointment preparation, specific eye structures,
maintenance, protection, contraindications and much more is included to ensure proper
knowledge of the classic lash technique. Get on board and lash the right path to success! Her
interest for lashes and encounter in the field reveals the rules and tricks to being a effective
eyelash professional. As a bonus, put your knowledge to the test with the quiz highlighted at the
end of the book.
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! ?? I feel as if I have already been well informed in regards to what to expect while learning to be
a new lash specialist. I can now visualize success. Thank you! Interesting Simple information but
can be handy for a beginner not for a trained lash artist . Like the quiz ultimately of the reserve.
It was readable and understand. The explanations of the different eye shapes was helpful. I am
referring back to this information often for a refresher, as I continue studying eyelash
extensions. Well Written Well written! Helped me start confident also your supply references
were helpful. Ready to get started! - Highly recommend Highly recommend it follow me about ig
about my lash page @rosee_lashhes Mostly common knowledge Common knowledge and
outdated practices 2 stars just because lash maps and explanations of vision shape was just
okay. Fast and simple to read The author was extremely detailed with the information! Great
reserve for explaining how to apply lashes based on the shape of the eye! I would've prefer
more illustrations in respect to the various kinds of applications. Please choose the book now! I
am new to the lashing business but will use this details and helpful tips! Great book! Great
review book to have Eye lash Tech I love the publication and the info given. Thank you Great
Book Book is very informative. One Star Never recieved Must read Great book to read and
become a lash tech!Lashista! Great, upfront Great reads for what I was looking for. Great
Information I absolutely love this book and all of the helpful information! Become a lash
technician now! Thanks a lot for your time in writing this book. Love Great information just what
I was looking for ! I enjoyed reading this book! Very useful!! I would suggest this book as a great
training manual. Many thanks for the info! Good reading supply I would recommend to anyone
who is persuading in the eyelash field.Great tip in treats are given in this book
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